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Happy Friday!
A few thoughts to consider this weekend:
Plan your work…work you plan! - “Failing to prepare is preparing
to fail.” – Benjamin Franklin
Mixed feelings - disappointed but relieved!
Bad news…good news…People keep quitting!
One fun fact!

Ben said it best!

Better to plan than not.

Our thought bubble: better to plan than not…and, as 2022 begins it’s
not too late to make preparations for a banner year. We join many in
feeling like 2021 was tough…but 2022 will be tougher - so is planning!
Why it matters: the longer we avoid the realities of today’s work
environment, our future becomes even tougher. We need to ratchet up
our safety and health precautions to provide incentives for our employees
to return - or get more comfortable with virtual work.
The bottom line: Mask up, maintain distance, be flexible to meet
employee needs (where possible!), and - above all stay safe!

Conference Canceled?

Conference 2022?

Just got the word…February onsite conference is canceled. The
reaction: disappointed but relieved. The 2022 reality is that organizations
should remain very cautious about gatherings. Yes, the virtual meeting is
getting awfully old BUT…
The bottom line: Better to be safe than sorry!

Quits just keep happening!
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By the numbers: BLS releases last week caused the media to drone on
relentlessly. Worst quit rate…disappointing BLS release…COVID,
COVID, COVID. But there is good news when you look at trends.
As you can see in the above chart, the 3:12 index hit its peak in July 21
and has trended down ever since. It will soon cross the 12:12 index, which
is good news - quit rates during the most recent 12-month period when
compared to the previous 12-month period are declining. Expect quit
rates to begin slowing!
The bottom line: Help the rates improve: remain diligent and take
every step necessary to prevent quits from your organization!

One fun fact…

Where is its heart?

The heart of a shrimp is in its head! Perhaps it might be a good idea
for us to take note of that by thinking more with the heart. Might help us
all as we continue to crawl our way through our current environment!

Have a great weekend…you deserve it!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!

Was this edition useful?

Click here to unsubscribe.

Like this style and format? Request access to Axios HQ — the tool and
templates you need for more engaging team updates.

